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Filed Nov. 23, 1964, Ser. No. 413,130 

5 Claims. (Cl. 248—158) 

This application is a continuation-in-part of applicant’s 
copending application Serial Number 214,722, ?led Aug 
ust 3, 1962, and entitled, “Upholstered Furniture.” 
The present invention relates generally to furniture 

construction and more particularly to a pedestal for sup 
porting a seat, table or other article above and underly 
ing surface, which is of simple, functional design and of 
exceptional strength. 

In upholstered furniture of traditional design, an elab 
orate framework is generally provided having legs at 
tached thereto, with covered cushioning members being 
?tted into the frame and being supported thereby. 
Such furniture is inherently heavy and cumbersome. 
Moreover, its construction is relatively complicated and 
its manufacture entails a high order of manual skill. 
Traditional upholstered furniture of good quality is there 
fore quite expensive. 

In the design of modern furniture, among the quali 
ties sought for are lightness and simplicity combined 
with structural strength. Designers also usually seek to 
impart to modern pieces a sculptured effect wherein the 
contour of the furniture is expressive of its function. It 
is di?icult to attain these qualities with upholstered furni 
ture and yet provide an adequate supporting structure. 
Thus with contoured furniture having cushioning it has 
been necessary to provide a contoured backing of high 
strength for the cushions, made for example of molded 
plastic reinforced wtih ?ber glass. Such molded backings 
add substantially to the overall cost of the furniture. 

In the aforementioned application Serial No. 214,722 
provision has been made for a furniture structure where 
in a plastic shell having a desired contour or con?gura 
tion is supported peripherally by a continuous frame of 
high strength whereby lead stresses imposed on the shell 
are effectively distributed throughout the frame, rather 
than concentrated or localized in one section thereof, 
the frame in turn being securely mounted on a stanchion 
or other supporting means independent of the shell, 
A signi?cant feature of that invention is that all com 

ponents of the furniture structure which require rigid 
anchoring, such as the arm rests, are attached to the 
frame and not to the shell, whereby the load imposed 
on the shell will in no way stress said attachments. 

Structure of the above-described type may be quickly 
assembled and manufactured at relatively low cost. 
The frame in such a construction is connected to a 

cross brace independent of the shell and the legs or 
other pedestal means are coupled to the cross brace. 
The subject application pertains to the pedestal means 

disclosed in that application and to an improved em 
bodiment thereof which can be used to support the seat 
disclosed therein or other suitable seat types, tables 
or other articles. The invention is disclosed in the form 
of a seat pedestal by way of example only-—it being un 
derstood that other articles of furniture can readily be 
supported thereby. 
The principal object of this invention therefore is to 

provide a rugged, artistic, light appearing furniture pedes 
tal which can be economically manufactured and easily 
assembled without the requirement of special tools or 
skills. 
A furniture pedestal and method of using the same is 

disclosed herein with reference to the drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a chair using the furni 

ture pedestal of this invention; 
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FIG. 2 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view of the 
chair shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a segmentary partially exploded view of the 
furniture pedestal; 

FIG. 4 is a segmentary bottom plan view of the pedes 
tal; 

FIG. 5 is a section taken through the chair frame to 
illustrate the interconnection of the ends; 
FIG. 6 is a segmentary partially expoded view of an 

other embodiment of the furniture pedestal which is the 
subject of this invention; 
FIG. 7 is a partially sectional segmentary view of the 

collar means utilized for fastening together the quadrant 
pieces of the pedestal of FIG. 6; 
FIG, 8 is a segmentary view of the pedestal shown 

in FIG. 6 ?tted with a caster; 
FIG. 9 is a segmentary view of the pedestal shown in 

FIG. 6 ?tted with a glide rather than a caster; and 
FIG. 10 is a perspective view of the glide shown in 

FIG. 9. 
Referring now to the drawings in which a chair is 

shown and more particularly comprising a continuous 
frame 10, adapted to support a suitably contoured shell 
11 to which is attached cushioning elements 12, 13 and 
14. Element 12 is a seat. Element 13 is a lower back 
rest, and element 14 is an upper back rest. The frame 
is mounted on stanchion 15 by means of a cross brace 
16 connected to the frame, the stanchion being an 
chored in star legs 17. Also attached to the frame are 
a pair of arm rests 18 and 19. 
The frame rod is bent to conform continuously to the 

periphery of the shell, the ends of the rod being joined 
by suitable means such as plug 22 shown in FIG. 5 in 
slot 21. 

Slot 20 is provided to receive the edge of and support 
shell 11 in the manner described in my copending 
application referred to above. 
The ends of the cross brace member 16, which may be 

formed of aluminum, are bifurcated and also received 
within slot 21 of the frame and secured thereto by suit 
able means, such as described in my above referred to 
copending application. 

Because of the fact that the shell is peripherally hung 
from the frame in the manner described, it need not be 
reinforced in any way, ' 
The arm rests 18 and 19 are constituted by continuous 

loops of a suitable material and having a generally rec 
tangular con?guration, the lower side being secured to 
the frame 10. 
The upper end of hollow stanchion 15 is received 

snugly within a circular boss 28 centrally fastened to the 
underside of the cross brace 16 and extending through a 
hole 29 in the shell 11. Thus the stanchion is inde 
pendent of the shell and ?rmly supports the frame 
through the cross brace. 
The four star feet 17 of the chair are respectively pro 

vided with quadrant pieces 17a, 17b, 17c and 17d, which 
?t together to form a cylinder which telescopes within the 
lower end of the stanchion pipe 15 and is locked therein 
by means of a collar 30. The quadrant pieces are fur 
ther held together by means of cross staples 31 ?tted into 
grooves such as groove 31a shown in FIG. 3. A groove 
is formed in the lowermost surface of each of the quad 
rants so that in assembly the grooves of opposed quad 
rants are aligned and the grooves are suf?ciently deep to 
allow one staple to overlie the others as shown in FIG. 4. 
An alternate means of attaching the quadrants in the 

pedestal is shown in FIGS. 6 and 7 wherein parts 
similar to parts shown in FIGS. 1 through 5 are given 
the same number with a prime (') following in FIGS. 
6 and 7. In FIGS. 6 and 7 the four star feet 17' are 
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respectively provided with quadrant pieces 17'a, 17'b, 
170, and 17’cl. These quadrants are identical to the 
quadrants shown in FIG. 3. However, each is formed 
with an inner arcuate surface so that when the quad 
rants are placed together a central cylindrical open 
ing 40 appears for receipt of a depending portion of a 
swivel element, such depending portion being indicated 
by the numeral 41 in FIG. 6. The swivel attachment is 
not illustrated in the ?gures since it is not part of the 
present invention. 

The four quadrant pieces ?t together to form a cylin 
der which telescopes within the lower end of the stan 
chion pipe such as stanchion pipe 15 shown in FIGS. 1 
and '2. The upper end of the cylinder is locked by 
means of a collar 30’ similar to the collar shown in FIG. 
3 and the quadrant pieces are further held together at 
their lower end by means of leg clamp ring 42. 
The leg clamp ring is cylindrical at section 43 and 

tapered inwardly at its lower section 44. The central 
cylindrical opening 45 is uniform and when in position as 
shown in FIG. 7, has the same center line as hollow 40. 
The cylindrical section 43 of leg clamp 42 which ?ts 

into the increased diameter section 46 of hollow 40 is 
provided with a plurality of threaded cylindrical open 
ings 47 arranged on a circumference ‘with each threaded 
slot disposed at an angle to the horizontal so that its axis 
is perpendicular to surface 48 of its respective quadrant 
and on the same axis as the respective slot 49 formed 
therein. Thus a capped screw 50 can be received by each 
slot 49 and threaded slot 47 to hold the lower end of the 
respective quadrant in position. In the ?gures the screws 
are provided with large diameter washers 51. 
The outer end of each of the quadrant portions is pro 

vided with a slot 52 within which can be inserted por 
tion 53 of a caster 54 or a portion 55 of a glide 56 
which is held in the slot by any suitable means such as 
a press ?t or fastener. 

It will be appreciated that while the construction of 
the furniture pedestal chair is of the utmost simplicity, it 
is very strong and although illustrated herein as being 
used with a chair, it can be used to support other ar 
ticles of furniture as Well. 
Thus the object of the invention as speci?cally afore 

noted has been achieved. Obviously, numerous changes 
and rearrangement of parts might be resorted to without 
departing from the invention as de?ned by the claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a furniture pedestal for supporting an article of 

furniture above a surface, said article of furniture hav 
ing a brace member on the under side thereof with a de 
pending cylindrical boss, the provision of a hollow cyl 
indrical stanchion receiving said boss in the upper end 
thereof and integral quadrant leg pieces which ?t to 
gether as a solid cylinder received within the lower end 
of said stanchion in telescoping relationship therewith, 
each of said quadrant pieces having attached to the lower 
end thereof a radially outwardly projecting support por 
tion and a groove formed at the innermost portion of 
each of said support portions on the lowermost sur 
face of the quadrant cylinder portion with the grooves 
of opposed quadrants aligned and a plurality of staples, 
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4 
each of said staples having a portion in opposed grooves. 

2. In a furniture pedestal for supporting an article of 
furniture above a surface, said article of furniture having 
a brace member on the under side thereof with a de 
pending cylindrical boss, the provision of a hollow cyl 
indrical stanchion receiving said boss in the upper end 
thereof and integral quadrant leg pieces which ?t to 
gether as a cylinder received within the lower end of said 
stanchion in telescoping relationship therewith, a lower 
arcuate inner surface on each of said quadrants, a cyl 
indrical bore formed in said cylinder by said arcuate sur 
faces having the same longitudinal axis as said stanchion, 
a downwardly facing annular shoulder on said cylinder 
formed at the uppermost end of said bore, a screw receiv 
ing slot formed in each of said arcuate surfaces opening 
on said bore, a substantially cylindrical clamp ring within 
said cylindrical bore embracing said arcuate surfaces and 
said annular shoulder, a plurality of threaded recesses 
formed in said clamp ring with each threaded recess hav 
ing a centerline coincident with the center line of one of 
said screw receiving slots and a screw within each screw 
receiving slot and the respective threaded recess associ 
ated therewith whereby the lower ends of said quad 
rants are held in position relative to each other. 

3. A furniture pedestal in accordance with claim 2 
in which each of said quadrants is formed with a down 
wardly-facing groove exposing an outer surface through 
which said screw receiving slot extends and said screw has 
a portion of greater diameter than said screw receiving 
slot adjacent said outer surface. 

4. A furniture pedestal in accordance with claim 3 
in which the centerline of each screw receiving slot is 
directed angularly upwardly into said bore and said 
outer surface associated respectively therewith is perpen 
dicular thereto. 

5. A furniture pedestal in accordance with claim 2 in 
which a second cylindrical bore extends from said an 
nular shoulder to the upper surface of said quadrant pro 
viding a cylindrical opening therethrough for receipt of a 
cylindrical depending portion of a swivel element. 
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